
Miyagi Prefecture MInamisanriku-cho

Product LIne Up
(Please send fax after filling out necessary informationand desired quantity)
*The total order in the case or requested wrapping must be over 10 for regular
 wrapping and over 5 for gift wrapping.

For Order/Questions

Points of Caution

Minamisanriku Hotate Candle

Women from the "Utatsu Minamisanriku Association of Fisheries 
Cooperative's Women's Group, 泊 浜 Branch" who lost their homes and jobs to 
the tsunami, collect these hotate shells that miraculously remained on 
shore, wash each individual shell by hand, and create these candles. (They 
were taught by a volunteer member how to make it.)

① When lighting the candle, please place it on a plate that 
is no longer needed.
② When using the candle for a long time, it becomes hot, 
so please be careful.
③ The beads etc.. that are used for decoration may in rare 
occasion burst from the heat of the candle.
④ This product uses fire, so please be careful when using.
⑤ In the case that the string to light (kite string) is long, 
please cut it before use.
⑥ In the case that the wax breaks off, please stick back 
on with bond.

We pay careful attention to provide quality 
products, however, we would appreciate if you 
took into consideration the purpose for this 
project (recovery support) , when making a 
purchase.

About advertisement
Regarding the advertisement for the sales of these 
hotate candles, it is done entirely by volunteers 
from businesses or individuals supporting the 
recovery.Therefore, the entirety of the income will 
go directly to these women making the products.

Utatsu Sakura

Utatsu Anchor

Ocean of Hope

Prayer for Success

Bell of hope

Minamisanriku-maru

Sea of Kizuna

Flower

Miyagi-ken Motoyoshi-gun Minamisanriku-cho Utatsu aza Tanokashira43-1
Utatsu Minamisanriku Association of Fisheries Cooperative's Women's Group, 
Tomarihama Branch

0226-36-3405TEL

http://hotatecandle.comWEB

Regular wrapping 1000¥ Vinyl bag

Gift wrapping 1,100¥ Plastic case


